WILKEN E-PROCUREMENT
Digital procurement for organisations

Organisations in development aid and the social economy feel the pressure to cut
costs just the same as other businesses. Procurement often offers the best opportunities for savings, especially when using e-procurement solutions to optimise procurement processes and behaviour and significantly lower purchasing costs.
If needed, Wilken E-Procurement
can be easily integrated into Wilken
Ciwi Fundtrac as a stand-alone system or in combination with various
other ERP solutions. If used as a
stand-alone package, order creation
may also be handled by Wilken
E-Procurement.

This is why the focus of Wilken
E-Procurement is on harnessing the
possibilities of digital purchasing.
The digital and catalogue-based
procurement solution organises and
optimises the procurement process
thereby building transparency among
everyone involved.

software by Wilken Ciwi or other
commonly used packages.

With Wilken E-Procurement your
organisation can make use of a
software that supports you throughout the entire purchasing process
of ABC-goods. Furthermore, Wilken
E-Procurement offers interfaces to
the Fundtrac project management

This includes virtual storage management and a lean budget management system. You only need to
use the functions you really need
– and avoid having to use those
common to other solutions but that
are irrelevant to your work.

Moreover, a virtual storage facility
(manual or using storage bins) as
well as a simple budget management system (individual budgets
for groups of persons) is easily
configured.

YOUR BENEFITS:
✓ Cost savings through
digital procurement
✓ Intuitive operation
✓ Less need for routine
management tasks
✓ Paperless and web-based
✓ Transparency and oversight
throughout the procurement
process

✓ Resource savings due to a
paperless procurement and
clearance process
✓ Optimisation of quality and
organisational structures through
integration in existing systems
✓ Workflow-based clearance
process

✓ Pre-defined order criteria
provide room for negotiation
with suppliers
✓ Rating and qualification
of suppliers
✓ Comprehensive reporting
✓ Worldwide web- and role-based
access
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The entire purchasing process from
the request of an offer to its clearance to the actual order and the
booking of the receipt of goods is
managed using Smart E-Procurement.

Wilken E-Procurement
Digital procurement for organisations

Core Functionality overview:
✓ Easy and intuitive operation through process-based user guidance
✓ Transparency throughout the entire procurement process
✓ Optimisation of processes through a multi-level, workflow-based clearance system
✓ Less routine workload
✓ Optimisation of your supplier relationships
✓ Reduction of procurement process costs by up to 65 % in comparison
to traditional procurement or 30 % in comparison to computer-assisted procurement
✓ Better terms with suppliers through a fully digital ordering process
✓ Interactive shopping cart and fast-order functionality
✓ Clearly arranged assessment of all procurement processes on the press of a button
✓ System-independent clearance process (via e-mail or smartphone)
✓ Standardisation of your portfolio through automated supplier integration
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Specify requirements

